Abstract-Cancer types are commonly classified on the basis of the Histopathology. The molecular characterizations have led to the proposal of prognostic biomarkers of many cancer types. Nevertheless most of these biomarkers have been proposed for specific cancer types or even specific sub types. Although more challenging, it is useful to identify biomarkers that can be applied to multiple types of cancer. Here we discuss several such integrative computational and analytical approaches to identify genes that are expressed during multiple types of cancer. This analysis will help us to identify the novel signature biomarker common for multiple types of cancer, so that a novel drug can be proposed which will be responsive towards multiple cancer genes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cancer is fundamentally a disease of tissue growth and regulation. A normal cell is transformed to cancerous cell by altering multiple genes that regulate the cell growth and differentiation. 300500 normal genes are modified in all types of cancer which is characterized by the deregulation of cell signaling pathways at multiple steps preceding to cancer phenotype (1) . It comprehends a beaucoup of 100 different diseases with diverse risk factors and epidemiology which originate from a legion of the cell types and organs which in turn are characterized by relatively extravagant proliferation of cells that can metastasize to distant organs (2) . Types of cancer are ordinarily categorized by histopathology and molecular characteristics such as mutations, gene expression, number variations, epigenetic alterations which have led to the proposal of portent biomarkers for umpteen cancer types (3) . The tumor plays an important role in the up and down regulation of genes which is complemented by the accent of cancer-specific changes in their couplings and correlation patterns at genome wide level in cancer cells (4) . The available data was combined with the validated data to incur a data set which consist of superior quality of microarray profiles. The Data constellate divulge novel gene expression profile sets usually regulated by diver cancer genes and also provides significant radical information and testable conjectures from various cancer gene expression experiments that are otherwise not apparent or appear insignificant from single measurements (5) . The identified signature render the requisite transcriptional features of neoplastic transformation and progression, which helps to elucidate the common molecular mechanism of cancer. They also render new perceptiveness into cancer diagnosis, prognostics and therapy (6) . In addition, a transcriptional profile is characterized which is unremarkably activated in various types of undifferentiated cancer, implying a common molecular mechanisms through which cancer cells progress and avoid differentiation(7). The network-based approach examines the gene-to-gene interactions in multiple cancer data set while maximizing the overall association of the subnetwork with clinical outcomes, the efficiency of biomarker was more than that of clinical information alone and increased even more when combined together which paves a way for general, compact, and biologically driven gene expression biomarkers for multiple cancer types. (3) In this study, we have emphasized on identification of multi-cancer genes and the biomarkers that are useful in various types of cancer. Primarily, we have screened all multi-cancer genes in human through different databases available and conglomerated a database of multicancer genes in human. Proceeding further with heat map generation and screening out 31 genes expressing in diverse cancer at different stages. To transmute this data in an exoteric form we performed functional characterization and network analysis. In conclusion, these gene products were screened through docking studies with respect to a standard drug Avastin to identify the common signature that makes all these gene products analogous with each other. Our study reveals that glycine mutation is abundant in all these proteins, and that is the driving force for tuning all these proteins towards anticancer targets.
II.MATERIALS AND METHODS

Collection of The Multi-Cancer Genes:
The genes which are expressed in multiple types of cancer were collected from various databases i.e., ARRAYMAP (8) , CANsar (9), COSMIC (10) . The genes that are expressed in multiple types of cancer were formulated into a spreadsheet summing to 202 genes. Affymetrix dataset was identified from U95AV2 microarray dataset.
Normalization of Data:
The intensities in the annotation file are large enough to provide as input file. Hence normalization of the data was done. In this study, we first z-normalize the expression data across each gene and then compute the feature vector. The normalization reduces data expression to a standard normal N (0, 1).The normalization was carried out according to the formula. 
Heat Map Generation:
CIMminer is an online tool that is used for the generation of heat map and for identification of the heat regions. It is the computational method of determining patterns in large data sets. The overall aim of the data mining process is to extract information from a data set and transform the recondite data into an understandable structure for further use. These genes and their probe ids where again made into another file in excel sheet in order to facilitate the Heat map generation. (11).
Functional Annotation Clustering:
DAVID (the Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery) -a free online bioinformatics resource. The moto being to provide the functional interpretation of enormous data of genes derived during genomic studies and proteomics studies. (12) The compiled genes were submitted to the tool to interpret their Functional Annotation. The Annotation of the genes provide the essence to identify the proteins expressed by the genes and their site of expression.
Functional Classification:
In bioinformatics the PANTHER (Protein ANalysis THroughEvolutionary Relationships) classification system is a prodigious curated biological database of gene/protein families and their functionally related subfamilies. The database is widely adapted to the studies of classifying and identifying the gene product's functions. PANTHER is part of the Gene Ontology Reference Genome Project being used in the classification of proteins and their products along with genes that code for the proteins. (13) . Five different parameters were analyzed in this study.
• Molecular Process-Study of Binding ability, Enzyme regulation, Receptor activity.
• Biological Function-Study of physiological characteristics and function of query gene.
• Cellular Component-Study of percentage of Gene involvement at different Subcellular levels.
• Protein Class-Study of percentage of Gene involvement with different Protein class such as Ligase, Oxidoreductase, Lyase, Phosphorylases.
• Pathway-Study of percentage of Gene involvement in Biological Pathways.
Protein Network Identification:
STRING (Search Tool for the Retrieval of Interacting Genes/Proteins) is a biological database and web resource containing the information of curated proteins and protein-protein interactions. The STRING database is resourced from numerous sources such as experimental data, computational prediction methods and public text collections based on the different Structures and Structural relationships between the genes or proteins. (14) .
The genes ID's were keyed in to the Database to evaluate the correlation between the different proteins involved in the Multiple Cancers.
Docking Studies:
Docking studies were carried out using Autodock software. Docking studies have a greater impact on the scientific studies by reducing the efforts involved for the In-vitro studies. The computational methods will provide the ample information to determine the best reaction of the Target and Ligand. The Steps involved in the Docking process were as follows:
• Energy minimization is carried out with the help of NOMAD-GROMACS (15) tool in order to optimize the energy of the genes. This carried out by uploading the data in the GROMACS tool which gives the minimized structure of genes.
• Cavity Detections carried out with the help of CastP (16) tool to detect the cavities present in the genes which is further required in docking steps.
• Docking is carried out with the help of AUTODOCK (17) tool.
• The CYGWIN was used in order to facilitate the Process of the File conversion and execute the Docking studies. The Commands were keyed in to the Cygwin to perform the Conversion of the files for the Docking studies.
We intended to analyze the genes towards the binding efficiency of a drug Avastin (Bevacizumab) which is being employed to most of the type of cancers. Avastin is a cancer medicine that interferes with the growth and spread of cancer cells in the body. Avastin is used to treat a certain type of brain tumor, and certain types of cancers like kidney, cervix, lung, rectum, ovary, or fallopian tube, colon, Avastin is also used to treat cancer of the membrane linings in abdomen. It is usually given as part of a combination of cancer medicines. Pharmacophore of the genes. Discovery Studio makes it easier to examine the properties of large and small molecules and also used to predict the 2D pharmacophore.
III. RESULTS
3.1
In our present study we have identified the genes that are expressed in different types of cancer. To, obtain the process we have screened the databases as mentioned in the materials and methods section and identified a total number of 207 genes, expressed in different tissues, in various types of cancer. (Table 1) 
3.2
Normalization Of Gene: The gene expression data has been collected from U95AV2 Affymetrix dataset and an aggregate set of 138 probe ids have been identified. The raw dataset are being normalized. In this study, we first znormalize the expression data across each gene and then compute the feature vector. The normalization reduces data expression to a standard normal N (0, 1).
3.3
Intensity Of Pre-Processed Data Analysis: A histogram of array intensity levels is being visualized and the spread of data has been compared. The contrast probe intensity between the arrays of the dataset has been measured. The intensity of color was predicted according to distributions of signal intensity with log2 values (Fig 1) .
Generation of Heatmap:
From the list of 207 genes we obtained a distinctive set of 135 genes. To identify the intensity through heat map of these genes we have used heat map generator tool from CIMMINER. From the Heat map 3 regions were obtained Red, Green, and Black. Red region principally categorizes the highly expressed genes. We have manually organized the genes present in the red region along with Affymetrix ID. Out of this screening we obtained total number of 31 genes which are highly expressed across different tissues in diverse types of cancer. (Figure 2) (Table 2 ).
Functional Categorization:
Functional characterization of the genes were done. The genes are segregated across different functions. It was established that phosphorylation and acetylation are the two major functional activities in which the most of the genes participate. It was observed that 21 gene participated in phosphorylation function (Table 3 ) and 17 genes occur in acetylation function ranking the two most prominent functional activities. (Fig 3) (Fig 8) The result obtained stipulates that most of the proteins expressed across all cancers are mostly belonging to the class of either phosphorylation or acetylation, which is the master switch of the cell. Even more, Somatic cancer mutation datasets were shown to have a significant enrichment for mutations that cause gain or loss of phosphorylation. Overall, this evidence propound that, phosphorylation site in a target protein may be cardinal feature for predicting cancer causing mutations and may represent a molecular cause of the disease. (20).
Functional Classification:
Functional classification was done using Panther Database. 2D charts were engendered for the 31 genes, followed by reaming 21 genes. Through these studies, it is found that, in majority of the cases the phosphorylating genes are overpopulating the total group of genes, indicating that phosphorylation is the predominant group that contribute towards the anticancer targets like kinase group. The genes are further being classified into Molecular function, Biological Function, Subcellular localization, Protein class and Pathway involved. The same phenomenon like the last case, has been observed during these classifications, once again indicating the importance or predominance of phosphorylating proteins towards anti-cancer targets. (Fig 4) 
Protein interaction Network Identificaiton:
The Protein-protein interaction network for all 31 the proteins as well as each of 31 proteins are being identified. It has been pragmatic that though all proteins are individually hub proteins but still they are not very well interconnected. This is the indication that, majority of this 31 proteins are essential but they are not majorly part of certain common pathway or they are majorly expressed in different tissues. In this study to classify the common pattern in all the targets, we have given prominence to the most essential targets. That is, which is having more connectivity in proteinprotein interaction network. A total number of 5 proteins were present in that category. Structures of these proteins were identified from RCSB PDB by providing the Gene ID. (Fig 5) 
Docking Studies:
The DOCKING study was carried out. The Docking studies were performed with Avastin molecule as a Ligand for all the proteins. Avastin is the drug that is being employed in different types as well as different stages of cancer. So, it is widely used as a common drug that can resist majority of cancers. We have performed a total 5 sets of docking with 5 different targets. In all cases it is astounding to observe that Avastin is binding strongly with the targets. (Fig 6) We have identified the 2D pharmacophore structure, the number of amino acid residue that interact with the drug molecule in the active site of each protein. It is very strange to observe that, majority of the times glycine is copiously present in the active site of these proteins. (Fig 7) .
IV. DISCUSSION
The obtained results signifies the incidence of Lysine, Arginine in multiple cancer mutations. Lysine and Arginine mutation has been commonly observed in several genes that are leading to the formation of Cancer. The meticulous study of these genes can act as the potential resource that can come handy in treating the mutation of cancer genes. The profiling of proteins that are expressed by these mutated genes will act as a ready reckoner for tapping onto the arginine and lysine mutation details in the active sites of these proteins. The proteins produced by the mutated genes lead to the increased Nitrous Oxide content, the increase can be detected in the Blood. NO activity has been perceived in tumor cells of several histogenetic geneses and has been linked with tumor grade, proliferation rate and expression of vital signaling components allied with cancer development such as the estrogen receptor. It appears that high levels of NOS expression (for example, generated by activated macrophages) may be cytostatic or cytotoxic for tumor cells, whereas low level activity can have the contradictory effect and endorse tumor growth. Augmented NO-generation in a cell may select mutant p53 cells and fund to tumor angiogenesis by upregulating VEGF. (21) An extensive study at the molecular level of the role of NO in cancer will have reflective therapeutic implications for the diagnosis and treatment of disease.
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